ScareGull Assembly and Fitting Instructions
Your Scaregull comprises of a hub - 2 arms - 2 sails, and a deck mounting
block. The arms push into the hub and are secured with a stainless steel
spring clip.
One sail is mounted on each arm as shown in diagram A and secured with a
spring clip. This ensures that the Scaregull rotates clockwise.

Additional Fixing Kits
The additional fixing kits allow the Scaregull to be mounted in a wide variety of
ways.
Strap Fixing
3 metres long 25mm webbing strap including a pair of side release
clips enables the standard mounting block to be secured in a
number of locations.
• Around a furled sail and cover
• On top of a canvas hood or Bimini cover
• On a curved cabin top
Variable Angle Bracket
Allows the standard mounting block to be installed on an angled
surface. The bracket is easily bent to allow the pin to be in a
vertical position.

225mm (9") Mounting Pin
For use when the Scaregull needs to be raised to miss obstructions
such as hand rails. The standard mounting pin is 150mm (6")
The deck mounting block can be fitted to any level surface with the 2 screws
supplied (use a 3mm drill).
The mounting pin needs to be vertical to ensure proper rotation. If your deck
or surface is not horizontal use our variable angle bracket for correction. If
additional clearance is needed then longer mounting pins are available.
Always remove and store the Scaregull and pin before you get underway.

300mm (12") Mounting Pin
For use when the Scaregull needs to be raised to miss obstructions
such as hand rails. The standard mounting pin is 150mm (6")
Soft Canvas Fitting
Allows the Scaregull to be mounted in a variety of places (without
drilling holes), on a cabin roof, around a furled sail, on top of a
bimini. The canvas can be tied down with a strap, rope or bungee
cord.
U Bolt
Allows the Scaregull to be mounted on any handrail (up to diameter
25mm / 1"). It can also be used under a waterproof cover such as a
Cuddy or Bimini.
Detachable Rail Fixing
Allows the Scaregull to be fitted to any hand rail – easily removable
when under way (rail diameter up to 32mm / 1.25”).

Scaregull has been tested in gales, however we recommend its removal in
winds of more than 35MPH.

